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Changing the game 
While tight budgets have forestalled updates to Security programs, 
many Retail & Consumer Products (R&C) respondents are 
confident they’re winning the game. But the rules—and the 
players—have changed.  

Global State of Information Security® Survey 2013 
 

The uncertain economy of the past four years has made information security an 
increasingly challenging game with potentially serious consequences for your business.  

In today’s rapidly evolving "threat" landscape, many R&C businesses have fallen behind 
with the result that with tight budgets and truncated projects security practices have 
been weakened. At the same time, their adversaries are becoming ever more 
sophisticated, breaching the defenses of business ecosystems and leaving reputational, 
financial, and competitive damage in their wake. 

Those keeping score agree: The adversaries appear to be in the lead.  

But R&C respondents to The Global State of Information Security® Survey 2013 seem to 
be playing from an entirely different game plan. Among the 1,169 R&C executives 
polled, confidence in their organizations’ information security practices remains high.  

Indeed, many believe they are winning. Strategies are deemed to be sound. Budgets are 
recovering. And 39% of R&C respondents say their organization has a strategy in place 
and is proactive in executing it—exhibiting two distinctive attributes of a security leader. 

The odds, however, are not in their favor. For too many businesses, budgets are not 
keeping pace with changes in enterprise systems, which may jeopardize their ability to 
gain and maintain competitive advantages. New technologies are being adopted faster 
than they can be safeguarded. And senior executives frequently are seen as not always 
supportive of increased spending as the solution. 

Given today’s elevated threat environment, R&C businesses can no longer afford to play 
a game of chance. They must prepare to play a new game, one that requires advanced 
levels of skill and strategy to win.

Methodology 

 The Global State of 
Information Security® Survey 
2013 is a worldwide study by 
PwC, CIO magazine, and CSO 
magazine. It was conducted 
online from February 1, 2012, 
to April 15, 2012.   

• The results discussed in this 
report are based on the 
responses of more than 9,300 
CEOs, CFOs, CISOs, CIOs, 
CSOs, vice presidents, and 
directors of IT and information 
security from 128 countries.  

• The survey includes 1,169 
respondents from the R&C 
industry.  

• Forty-eight percent of R&C 
respondents were from North 
America, 25% from Europe, 
14% from Asia, 11% from South 
America, and 1% from the 
Middle East and South Africa.  

• The margin of error is less than 
1%.  

• All figures and graphics in this 
report were sourced from 
survey results. 

www.pwc.com/us/retailandconsumer

Retail & Consumer 
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A game of confidence: Organizations 

assess their security practices  

Confidence is strong, but waning. Although 69% of R&C respondents say they are 
confident that their company’s security activities are effective, they may not 
realize that assurance has dropped considerably since 2008, when 83% of 
respondents expressed confidence in their security program.  

For many, this confidence extends to the very fabric of the business. Thirty 
percent of respondents are very confident their business has instilled effective 
security behaviors into their organizational culture, and another 34% are 
somewhat confident.  

Yet their responses to other questions suggest that effective security may not be 
fully embedded into the organizational mind-set. For instance, 79% do not have 
an incident response process in place to report and handle breaches of third 
parties that handle data, and only 28% require third parties to comply with their 
security policies. Perhaps more tellingly, only 23% say that information security 
becomes involved in major projects in the earliest stage. Taken together, these 
responses suggest a troubling gap in perception of security effectiveness and the 
reality of everyday activities.  

The number of respondents reporting 50 or more security incidents per year has 
leveled off—a good sign. But the frequency of respondents who did not know how 
many security incidents they had experienced almost doubled to 17%. This lack of 
insight suggests, perhaps, ineffective security practices.  

What’s more, only 9% of R&C respondents report financial losses from these 
security incidents. If that number seems surprisingly low, it may be. A deeper 
look at the data suggests that many organizations do not apply a thorough or 
consistent analysis to appraise the cost of security incidents. For example, only 
21% consider the cost of investigations and forensics, while 33% factor in damage 
to brand/reputation.  

Nonetheless, the data points to some improvements that support a certain level 
of confidence. This year, for instance, 72% of R&C respondents say their business 
has an information security strategy in place, up from 61% last year. The number 
of respondents who say they have implemented a business continuity/disaster 
recovery plan hit 47% this year, a sharp rise from 36% last year. And more 
respondents (43%) say they have an employee security-awareness training 
program in place. These advances represent progress yet, as core information 
security components, inclusion of these policies should be considerably higher in 
organizations that have truly embedded security into their organizational culture.   

A game of risk: The decline of 
capabilities over time 

It may be stating the obvious, but R&C respondents confirm that budget growth 
has slowed. Only 40% of R&C respondents expect security budgets to increase in 
the year ahead, down sharply from 51% in 2010. 

But more encouragingly, R&C respondents report fewer deferrals and fewer 
budget cutbacks for security initiatives. Compared with last year, for instance, 
24% more respondents say they have not cut capital expenditures for security 
programs, while 27% more report that they have not reduced operating expenses 
for security initiatives.  
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How R&C companies determine security budgets is less encouraging, however. 
The leading driver of security spending is not the business value of good 
information security. Rather, economic conditions, cited by 47% of respondents, 
is the most frequently mentioned influence on security spending. Tying budgets 
too closely to the economy is a risky way to set security priorities. At 29%, 
business continuity/disaster recovery is the top security-specific response.  

Figure 1: Business issues or factors driving your company's information 
security spending 

 

Other factors demonstrate a lack of organizational commitment to information 
security. Only 38% of R&C respondents, for instance, say their company employs 
a Chief Information Security Officer (CISO), down from 43% last year. And fewer 
still (28%) employ a Chief Security Officer, a decrease from 36% a year ago.  

As with many industries, R&C companies are struggling to keep pace with the 
adoption of cloud computing, social networking, mobility, and use of employee-
owned devices. Though widely used, these technologies are often not included in 
overall security plans. For instance, 56% of R&C respondents say they plan to 
allow or currently do allow employees to use personal devices to access corporate 
data and applications. Yet only 42% say they have a security policy in place for 
employee-owned devices.  

Figure 2: Elements included in security policies 
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Strategies for cloud computing remains stubbornly low, with only 26% of 
respondents saying they have security plans for this technology. That is a worry 
to many: Just over half (56%) of R&C respondents say they are prepared to 
protect sensitive data in the cloud or other third-party environments. Their 
biggest concerns? Ensuring compliance with data security regulations, limitation 
of liability, and a reduced ability to negotiate and enforce data protection.  

Only 37% of respondents say their business has a strategy for social networking 
in place, up slightly from last year but inadequate for a technology that permeates 
employees’ lives.  

The lack of security policies extends beyond new and emerging technologies, 
however. Overall, the survey shows that many R&C companies are omitting 
fundamental elements of security from their overall policies. The result? An 
incomplete framework of policies and procedures that hinders the organization’s 
ability to protect its data, applications, and networks.  

Figure 3: Technology information security safeguards currently in place 

 

The survey also reveals troubling declines in important information security 
safeguards. While many R&C firms stepped up investments in detection 
safeguards last year, respondents report a decrease in deployment of these tools 
in 2012. For instance, encryption of databases, laptops, and file shares show 
double-digit declines, as do use of malicious code-detection technology and 
intrusion-prevention tools. The number of respondents who say they have 
deployed identity management solutions dropped to 30% this year, down from 
39% last year. 

Finally, organizations appear to be keeping looser tabs on their data now than 
they did in years past. While approximately 80% of respondents say protecting 
customer and employee data is important, far fewer understand what that data 
entails and where it is stored. Only 28% say they have an accurate inventory of 
locations/jurisdictions of stored data, and 33% report they have an accurate 
inventory of employees’ and customers’ personal data. This is significant because 
organizations must know where data resides in order to effectively protect it. 
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It’s how you play the game: Alignment, 
leadership, and training are key 

Effective strategies and adequate budgets are essential to effective security, yet 
they must be consistently aligned with the goals of the larger organization to be 
truly successful. By that standard, most R&C respondents believe their security 
efforts are well-targeted, with 75% saying security policies are aligned with 
business goals. Similarly, 72% believe that their security spending is aligned with 
business goals.  

Considering this high degree of alignment, we wondered what respondents 
considered the most significant impediments to improving the overall efficacy of 
the information security function. Not surprisingly, a lack of capital funding is the 
most-cited single inhibitor to security. Top-level leadership is also perceived to be 
an obstacle to effective security, with 23% of respondents pointing to the Chief 
Executive Officer, president, or board.   

The data pointing to a lack of leadership in the C-suite is understandable 
considering that the security function often lacks direct access to the real 
decision-makers—a hallmark of a true security leader. For instance, only 32% of 
CISOs and CSOs report directly to the CEO, basically the same as last year, while 
only 12% report to the CFO.  

Figure 4: Greatest obstacles to improving information security 

  2011 2012 

Leadership: CEO, president, board, or equivalent 23% 23% 

Leadership: CIO or equivalent 15% 11% 

Leadership: CISO, CSO, or equivalent 16% 13% 

Insufficient capital expenditures 29% 25% 

Lack of an actionable vision or understanding 24% 23% 

Lack of an effective information security strategy 23% 22% 

 
No matter how great the leadership, no security program can be effective without 
adequate training of employees. Yet only 43% of R&C respondents say their 
organization has an employee security-awareness training program in place. 
Fewer (41%) say they have people dedicated to employee awareness programs for 
internal policies, procedures, and technical standards.  

In many ways, effective security programs require a commitment to new and 
evolving technologies to battle evolving risks. We asked R&C participants several 
questions about their plans for new security implementations.  

Almost half (48%) say they plan to implement emerging technologies to help 
meet data-protection requirements of regulations and compliance requirements 
such as data privacy and Payment Card Industry (PCI). Their top considerations? 
Implementation of data-loss prevention (DLP), point-to-point encryption, and 
tokenization.  

Thirty-five percent of respondents say their business has implemented wireless 
point-of-sale (POS) technologies for use with handheld devices. Among those 
that do employ wireless POS, the most common uses include checkout/payment 
(64%), reporting and analytics (47%), and credit pre-qualification/branded 
payments (27%).   
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Similarly, 31% say their organization plans to implement an enterprise social 
networking platform for employee communication and collaboration, while 25% 
say enterprise social networking is already in place. We asked respondents how 
they plan to manage sharing of sensitive data, and most say they will actively 
monitor to ensure that sensitive assets are restricted to those who require them, 
classify and manage content and data, establish user roles, and create acceptable 
use policies and procedures for social media.  

What you can do to improve your 
performance 
Information security today is a rapidly evolving game of advanced skill and 
strategy. As a result, the security models of the past decade are no longer 
effective.  

Today’s information security leaders acknowledge that a new way of thinking is 
required to achieve effective security. They know that the very survival of the 
business demands that they understand security threats, prepare for them, and 
respond to them quickly.  

R&C businesses seeking to strengthen their security practice must: 

• Implement a comprehensive risk-assessment strategy and align security 
investments with identified risks 

• Understand their organization’s information, who wants it, and what tactics 
adversaries might use to get it 

• Understand that information security requirements—and, indeed, overall 
strategies for doing business—have reached a turning point 

• Embrace a new way of thinking in which information security is both a 
means to protect data and an opportunity to create value to the business 

Ask us, and we can provide you with more details on the way R&C security 
leaders play a better game and how their moves are relevant to your organization. 
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